
Bees Are Dying All Over The World 
 

Bees have mysteriously been disappearing all over the world for the past few years, and until 

recently there was no reason given.  If the bees are killed off, no pollination will take place and 

our world will lose one-third of its food supply.  The consequences of this will have disastrous 

effects. 

 
 

Don't let Bayer overturn the ban on bee-killing pesticides 
http://action.sumofus.org/a/bayer-bees-lawsuit/?sub=mtl5 

 

Wow. Bayer has just sued the European Commission to overturn a ban on the pesticides 

that are killing millions of bees around the world. A huge public push won this landmark ban 

only months ago -- and we can't sit back and let Big Pesticide overturn it while the bees vanish. 

Bayer and Syngenta, two of the world's largest chemical corporations, claim that the ban is 

"unjustified" and "disproportionate." But clear scientific evidence shows their products are 

behind the massive bee die-off that puts our entire food chain in peril. 

 

Just last month, 37 million bees were discovered dead on a single Canadian farm. And unless we 

act now, the bees will keep dying. We have to show Bayer now that we won't tolerate it 

putting its profits ahead of our planet's health. If this giant corporation manages to bully 

Europe into submission, it would spell disaster for the bees. 

 

Sign the petition to tell Bayer and Syngenta to drop their bee-killing lawsuits now.  

The dangerous chemical Bayer makes is a neonicotinoid, or neonic. Neonics are soaked into 

seeds, spreading through the plant and killing insects stopping by for a snack. These pesticides 

can easily be replaced by other chemicals which don’t have such a devastating effect on the 

food chain. But companies like Bayer and Syngenta make a fortune from selling neonics -- so 

they’ll do everything they can to protect their profits.  

 

The EU banned these bee-killers this past May, after a massive public campaign and a clear 

scientific finding from the European Food Safety Authority that neonics pose huge risks to 

bee populations. Bayer fought against the ban every step of the way, using tactics taken from 

Big Tobacco -- pouring millions into lobbying and fake science to stop decision-makers from 

taking action.  

 

Now, we have to defend this landmark ban for the bees, and our food supply. Sign the petition 

now to tell Bayer and Syngenta to drop their aggressive lawsuits! 
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We have to stand up for the European ban now, from Europe and from around the world. The 

current ban only lasts for two years before it's up for review, and Bayer is now determined to 

stop it before it even comes into force in December 2013. If it is allowed to intimidate the 

European authorities with impunity, then the pressure to overturn the ban will be huge. 

This will be a massive victory for the poison industry, and a devastating loss for the bees, and all 

of us. It will make every environmental regulation more difficult, because companies that can't 

win on the facts can use their enormous profits to fund expensive, baseless lawsuits. 

 

Bayer is an enormous company with a ton of public-facing brands. Neonics are a big part of its 

bottom line, but it can't afford poor publicity on a global scale. And if word gets out that Bayer 

is wrecking our ecosystem and threatening a creature responsible for pollinating a third of 

all our crops, the company will have to back down.  

 

SumOfUs staff and members have literally just gotten of the plane from a convention in 

Chicago where we took the fight for a ban in the US right to the industry itself -- so we 

know how important it is to hold the line.  

 

Sign the petition to tell Bayer and Syngenta to drop their bee-killing lawsuits now. Let's build on 

this landmark victory and take the bee-killing pesticide ban global. 

 

More Information: 

EU insecticide ban triggers legal action, Nature News, 28 August, 2013 

http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/08/eu-insecticide-ban-triggers-legal-action.html 

 

The story is listed below: 

http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/08/eu-insecticide-ban-triggers-legal-action.html
http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/08/eu-insecticide-ban-triggers-legal-action.html
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Nature News Blog 
EU insecticide ban triggers legal action 

http://blogs.nature.com/news/2013/08/eu-insecticide-ban-triggers-legal-action.html 

 

28 Aug 2013 | 12:32 BST | Posted by Daniel Cressey | Category: Biology & Biotechnology, 

Chemistry, Earth, environment & ecology, Policy 

 

European moves to temporarily ban the use of three insecticides linked to declines in bee 

populations have been met with legal action from two of the world’s biggest agricultural 

companies. 

 

Syngenta, headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, said yesterday that it was challenging the 

European Commission’s ban on the controversial ‘neonicotinoid’ pesticides. The ban, which 

comes into force on 1 December, will last two years and cover three neonicotinoids: clothianidin, 

imidacloprid and thiamethoxam. 

 

In a statement, the company said the commission’s decision was taken “on the basis of a flawed 

process”. John Atkin, the company’s chief operating officer, added that the commission was 

wrong to link thiamethoxam to declines in bee health. 

 

Syngenta is challenging the thiamethoxam ban only, but another company — Bayer CropScience 

of Monheim, Germany — said yesterday that it had also begun legal action challenging the ban 

on all three chemicals. In a statement, it said that the Commission’s move is “unjustified, 

disproportionate and goes beyond the existing regulatory framework”. 

 

A body of scientific evidence from laboratories studies shows that these chemicals can have a 

negative impact on bee health. A number of researchers have advocated that their use be 

restricted, according to the precautionary principle. But other scientists say that some of the 

laboratory research on the subject doesn’t necessarily reflect the real situation out in the field 

(see ‘Europe debates risk to bees‘). 

 

A spokeswoman for the European Commission said that its measures were based on scientific 

information and the conclusions of the European Food Safety Agency, which has ruled that these 

insecticides could pose a risk to bees in some circumstances (see ‘Reports spark row over bee-

bothering insecticides‘). 

 

Corrected 28/8/2013: this blog post originally said Bayer began its legal action in May. The 

Commission decision was in May. Bayer began its action this month. 

 

 

 

 

 


